**Timeform 1-2-3:**

1: THE BIG BREAKAWAY (2)

2: PAPA TANGO CHARLY (8)

3: CRAIGNEICHE (3)

---

**Ascot, while Craigneiche strikes as an interesting hurdling newcomer.**

**Timeform**

**Craigneiche**

**Notes:**

Cost €360,000 4-y-o after bolting up in a point and made an emphatic start to his hurdling career when comfortably landing a bumper at Market Rasen 6 months ago. Interesting newcomer to this sphere.

**Jockey Colours:**

Yellow, dark blue triple diamond and armlets

**Timeform says:**

Large blue, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars and cap

**Jockey Trainer:**

Jonjo O'Neill

**Age/Wt:**

4 10 - 12

---

**Papa Tango Charly**

**Notes:**

Bred to do better in time but hasn’t offered anything in a couple of hurdling outings to date. **(Forecast 101.00)**

**Jockey Colours:**

Red, black armlets

**Jockey Trainer:**

Aidan Coleman

**Age/Wt:**

5 10 - 12

---

**The Big Breakaway**

**Notes:**

Half-brother to fairly useful hurdler It’s All A Lark and made a highly encouraging start when comfortably landing a bumper at Market Rasen 6 months ago. Interesting newcomer to this sphere.

**Jockey Colours:**

Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap

**Jockey Trainer:**

Thomas Bellamy

**Age/Wt:**

5 10 - 12

---

**Forget You Not**

**Notes:**

Bred to do better in time but hasn’t offered anything in a couple of hurdle outings to date. **(Forecast 101.00)**

**Jockey Colours:**

Red and purple sleeves, red and white check cap

**Jockey Trainer:**

Olly Murphy

**Age/Wt:**

4 10 - 12